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Star soloists take a turn in the
spotlight, with Annelien Van
Wauwe and Friends at 1pm,
followed by Håkan Hardenberger
and Colin Currie at 6pm. Part
of our regular concert series in
partnership with BBC Radio 3.
Friday 17 June 7pm
LSO St Luke’s

RÓZSA VIOLIN CONCERTO
Spellbinding melodies: LSO Leader
Roman Simovic performs the Violin
Concerto by Miklós Rózsa, the
Hollywood legend behind classic
film scores including Ben-Hur.
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TONIGHT’S
CONCERT
Wednesday 18 May 2022 6.30–8pm
Jerwood Hall, LSO St Luke’s
Lili Boulanger D’un matin de printemps
Marc-André Dalbavie Flute Concerto
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky Symphony No 4
Valentin Silvestrov Prayer for Ukraine
Marta Gardolińska conductor
Gareth Davies flute
Recorded for LSO Live and
for future broadcast on Vialma

D’un matin de printemps
Lili Boulanger
1917–18

5 minutes

W

ith tragic irony, Lili
Boulanger’s brief, joyous
evocation of a spring
morning dated from 1917, while
World War I was raging and her
own untimely death was just a
year away. Living with what was
probably Crohn’s Disease, she had
been told in 1916 that she would
likely have only two years to live.
This short tone poem started
life as a duo for violin and piano;
Boulanger soon adapted it into
a trio for flute, violin and piano,
then a duet for flute and piano,
and finally, early in 1918, the
orchestrated version.
D’un matin de printemps has a
sibling work: the contrasting,
somewhat funereal D’un soir triste
(Of a Sad Evening). The pair share

a main theme, but together may
show two opposing sides of the
composer’s own character. They
were the last orchestral pieces she
completed alone; as her strength
failed, she was obliged to rely on
her sister, Nadia, to help commit
her music to the page.
The music is highly characteristic
of Boulanger’s style: forthright,
yet harmonically ambiguous,
bearing clear influences from
both Gabriel Fauré and Claude
Debussy. Indeed, the opening
theme seems a fresh and extrovert
cousin to the flute line that begins
Debussy’s Prélude à l’après-midi
d’un faune. Rhythms are sharp
and spirited, outlines cleanly
etched, yet the harmonies are
restless and malleable, often
turning to the shadowy. The
piece falls into three parts with
a sensuous central section marked
‘mystérieux, expressif, rubato’
before the dancelike principal
idea returns.
Programme note by Jessica Duchen
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Lili Boulanger
1893 to 1918 (France)
Medici in Rome for an intensive
period of creative work. Boulanger
made the most of her stay there,
but was already ill with a malady
that was termed intestinal
tuberculosis, but is thought now to
have been Crohn’s Disease.

L

ili and her sister Nadia
Boulanger were born in
Paris, daughters of a French
musician and a Russian princess.
Both were encouraged towards
music from early childhood by the
composer Gabriel Fauré, a close
family friend who identified that
Lili had perfect pitch when she
was only two years old. Lili, a child
prodigy, was attending classes at
the Paris Conservatoire with her
elder sister by the age of five.
Aged 19, in 1913, she enjoyed a
celebrated success as the first
woman ever to win the Prix de
Rome. The coveted composition
prize sent its victors to the Villa

Too much has been made of her
as a sickly, ill-fated beauty – a
remarkable misrepresentation.
Far from matching that archetype,
she was a rebellious, alternative,
intellectual and energetic young
artist, furious that her life would be
cut short. Undaunted by her illness,
with her sister Nadia she worked to
organise efforts to support French
soldiers in 1917.
She composed as much as possible
in what time she had, dictating her
last work, the Pie Jesu, to her sister
from her sickbed. Her distinctive
musical voice possesses charm and
melodic invention, but at heart
it has a powerful, dark undertow
and leans beyond Impressionism
towards the modernistic. Boulanger
defied fate to complete some 50
works before her death in 1918,
aged 24.
Composer profile by Jessica Duchen
Programme Notes & Composer Profile
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Flute Concerto
Marc-André Dalbavie
2006

17 minutes

F

rench composer Marc-André
Dalbavie is known for his
fascination with combinations
of instrumental timbres and with
the movement of sound through
space. Studies in digital synthesis,
computer-aided composition and
spectral analysis at Paris’s IRCAM
studios in the 1980s gave him a
keen ear for timbre and graceful
transitions between different
musical textures, achieved with
the fluency of switching faders
on a mixing board.
His Flute Concerto is defined
by its clarity and transparency,
and by the fluidity of its sonic
forms. In order to better balance
soloist and orchestra, Dalbavie
reduces the latter to Mozartian
proportions, with a smaller wind
section in relation to the strings.
By avoiding an unequal power
play between forces, he is able
instead to create a dynamic,
cloud-like landscape across which
the flute pursues alternating lines
of lyricism and bubbling vivacity.
6
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In turn, by deconstructing the
flute’s sound into its constituent
components, he can create subtle
connections between it and every
other instrument of the orchestra
(a technique he must have learned
from Pierre Boulez, with whom he
studied orchestration).
Thus, its quicksilver melody is
reflected by wind and bowed
strings, the clack of its keys by
harp and pizzicato strings, its
metallic resonance by brass and
bells. At times the orchestra acts
as an echo chamber for the flute;
at others the reverse appears
true, as though the orchestra
were somehow playing inside
the solo instrument. The work is
symmetrically divided into three
main sections, fast–slow–fast,
played as a continuous movement.
Although his techniques, and his
attitude to timbre as compositional
material, are contemporary,
Dalbavie’s music is in a generous,
post-Impressionist idiom, which
has helped make his concerto a
repertory favourite for flautists
and audiences alike.
Programme note by Tim Rutherford-Johnson

Marc-André Dalbavie
b 1961
linked to electronics, he produced
a set of spatialised acoustic pieces,
creating a spatial sensation in
continuous transformation, within
which the listener is immersed.
Written specially for the halls and
venues of their first performances,
some are even in situ works,
modifying the framework of
the traditional concert.
Dalbavie has explored the
potentialities of the orchestra,
arc-André Dalbavie is one
from sound diffraction to the
of the most frequently
symphonic bloc, via the principle
performed composers of
of generalised morphing. This
his generation. He has received
has enabled him to lift several
commissions from orchestras
modernist taboos, and he has
including the Chicago Symphony,
reintegrated consonance and
Cleveland Orchestra, Berlin
rhythmic beat, redeployed the
Philharmonic, Philadelphia
genres of concerto or certain
Orchestra, Royal Concertgebouw
chamber music combinations,
Orchestra of Amsterdam, Orchestre given back its melodic fluidity
de Paris, BBC Symphony, Montreal to the voice, and rethought the
Symphony and Tokyo Philharmonic, question of text/music relations.
as well as Carnegie Hall, Suntory
Hall (Tokyo), the BBC Proms, Aspen In 2010, he conducted the premiere
Music Festival (Colorado), Marlboro of his first opera, Gesualdo (libretto
Festival (Vermont), Radio France’s Richard Millet), at the Opernhaus
Présences festival, Cité de la
Zurich, directed by Patrice Caurier
Musique in Paris and more.
and Moshe Leiser. He conducted his
opera Charlotte Salomon (libretto
Starting with research on timbre
Barbara Honigmann), staged by Luc
and the phenomenon of sound,
Bondy at the 2014 Salzburg Festival.

M

Programme Notes & Composer Profile
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Symphony No 4
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
1877–78

44 minutes

1

Andante sostenuto –
Moderato con anima
2 Andantino in modo di canzona
3 Scherzo: Allegro
4 Finale: Allegro con fuoco

T

he Fourth Symphony is closely
associated with great crisis in
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s life,
though it is not an expression of
the crisis itself, rather it reflects the
emotional states that led up to it.
It was begun early in 1877, at a time
when he was much occupied with
teaching duties at the Moscow
Conservatoire, and his reputation
as a composer was growing. His
personal life, though, was spiralling
towards disaster as he persisted
in the idea that marriage would
provide an answer to his loneliness.
At the end of 1876 there began
a 13-year correspondence with
Nadezhda von Meck, another
lonely and passionate character,
and there developed an emotional
intimacy which depended on the
two never meeting. In May 1877
8
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Tchaikovsky wrote to her: ‘I am now
absorbed in a symphony … which I
very much want to dedicate to you
because I think you will find in it
echoes of your innermost thoughts
and feelings’.
By this time the composition of
the Fourth Symphony was well
advanced, with the first three
movements fully sketched out; a
month later the finale, too, was
fully drafted – but other events
interrupted the work’s completion.
In early May Tchaikovsky was
approached by a 28-yearold stranger called Antonina
Milyukova, who said she had
fallen in love with him some time
earlier when she was a student
at the Conservatoire. By a fateful
coincidence, this was around the
time that Tchaikovsky began to
consider Pushkin’s Eugene Onegin
as an operatic subject, and he
was tormented by the thought of
Onegin’s cruel and cynical rejection
of the love offered by the naïve
and romantic young girl Tatiana.
Tchaikovsky and Antonina met in
June and married seven weeks later.
Tchaikovsky found his new wife
repugnant. Less than three months

later, after trying to take his life,
he ran away from her and was
taken abroad by his brother
Anatoly. It was in Venice and San
Remo that the Fourth Symphony
was completed in January 1878.
In the case of the Fourth Symphony,
Tchaikovsky did his best to tell
Nadezhda von Meck something
of what the work might represent,
writing ‘ … to you, and only to you,
I am able and willing to explain the
meaning of both the whole and of
the separate movements’.
The introductory fanfare, we learn
from his letter, represents Fate,
which Tchaikovsky grimly described
as ‘the fatal force which prevents
our hopes of happiness from
being realised, and which watches
jealously to see that our bliss and
happiness are never complete and
unclouded … it is inescapable and
it can never be overcome’. The first
movement is based on a contrast
between the harsh reality of fate
and passing visions of happiness.

more neutral, consisting of ‘elusive
images which rush past in the
imagination when you have drunk a
little wine and experience the first
stage of intoxication’. As for the
finale, ‘if within yourself you find
no reason for joy, look at others.
Get out among the people … find
happiness in the joys of others’.
This letter was written sometime
after the Symphony was complete,
when Tchaikovsky’s frame of mind
was very different. At the end of
the letter he tried to minimise its
significance, for he realised how
commonplace the words were
compared with the originality
of the musical images he had
created. He does reveal, however,
a clear progression from interior to
exterior, from the self-obsessed
first movement, through images
of the past and the outer world, to
images of ‘the people’ in the finale.

While composing the Symphony,
Tchaikovsky was desperately trying
to escape from his own nature and
find fulfilment outside his own
The second movement conveys the obsessions. If he failed in practice,
melancholy, both sad and pleasant, he succeeded remarkably in music.
that comes from recalling the past.
The third movement is emotionally
Programme note by Andrew Huth
Programme Notes
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Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
1840 to 1893 (Russia)
death he composed over 100 songs,
cast mainly in the impassioned
Romance style and textually
preoccupied with the frustration
and despair associated with love,
conditions that characterised his
personal relationships.

P

yotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky was
born in Kamsko-Votkinsk
in the Vyatka province
of Russia on 7 May 1840. His
father was a mining engineer,
his mother of French extraction.
In 1848 the family moved to the
imperial capital, St Petersburg,
where Tchaikovsky was enrolled
at the School of Jurisprudence. He
overcame his grief at his mother’s
death in 1854 by composing and
performing, and music remained
a diversion from his job – as a
clerk at the Ministry of Justice –
until he enrolled as a full-time
student at the St Petersburg
Conservatory in 1863. His First
Symphony was warmly received at
its St Petersburg premiere in 1868.
Between 1869 and the year of his
10
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Tchaikovsky’s hasty decision in
1877 to marry an admirer he barely
knew proved a disaster. By now
he had completed his Fourth
Symphony, was about to finish
his opera Eugene Onegin, and had
attracted the considerable financial
and moral support of Nadezhda
von Meck, an affluent widow. She
helped him through his personal
crisis and in 1878 he returned to
composition with a Violin Concerto.
He went on to write some of his
finest pieces, including the ballet
scores The Sleeping Beauty and
The Nutcracker. He claimed that his
Sixth Symphony represented his
best work. The mood of crushing
despair heard in all but the work’s
third movement reflected the
composer’s state of mind. He died
nine days after its premiere in 1893.
Programme note by Andrew Stewart

Prayer for Ukraine
Valentin Silvestrov arr Resatsch
A note from Marta Gardolińska:

‘D

o we have the moral
right to be silent when
given a platform?

As artists there is not much that
we can do in times of war, but
what we can try to do is convey
important messages with the
platform that we are given. Today,
we can remind our audiences that
not far away there is a country
with a rich and proud culture,
an incredible force of spirit and
sense of beauty. A country that
shares our values of freedom and
peace, but where these things
are under horrific attack. This
amazing place has produced not
only fierce defenders but also art of
the highest level. Now in Ukraine,
artists are being forced to either
flee their homes or fight for them,
Ukrainian cultural institutions are
bombed, their artworks stolen.
Therefore, we have decided to
finish this programme with
Valentin Silvestrov’s Prayer for
Ukraine, a piece written at the
start of the 2014 war. Let us
take a moment to commemorate
the victims and to pray for the
brave defenders of freedom.’

The London Symphony Orchestra
is joining with other leading arts
venues and organisations to
support the Disaster Emergency
Committee’s (DEC’s) Ukraine
Humanitarian Appeal.
DEC charities, and their local
partners, are working to meet the
immediate needs of people and
will also help people affected by
the conflict to rebuild their lives
in the months and years to come.
Please join us in supporting the
DEC’s Appeal.
To donate visit dec.org.uk,
scan the QR code, or text
ARTS to 70150 to donate £10.

Texts cost £10 plus the standard network
charge. £10 goes to the Appeal. Full terms
and conditions at dec.org.uk
Composer Profile & Programme Notes
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Marta Gardolińska
conductor

M

arta Gardolińska is rapidly
developing into an exciting
young conductor. Recently
appointed Music Director of the
Opéra national de Lorraine from
the 2021/22 season, she came to
international attention as Young
Conductor in Association at the
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
between 2018 and 2020, and led
the orchestra in several successful
subscription concerts and regional
tours. The 2019/20 season also
saw her successful North American
debut as a Dudamel Fellow with
the Los Angeles Philharmonic,
which included an invitation to
be second conductor to Gustavo
Dudamel for their Grammy awardwinning Deutsche Grammophon
recording of Ives’ Symphony No 4.
12
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The 2021/22 season will see Marta
make further important debuts,
including with the Swedish Radio
Symphony Orchestra, Orchestre
national du Capitole de Toulouse
and l’Opéra National de Bordeaux,
plus a number of UK debuts with
the London Symphony Orchestra,
City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra, Royal Northern Sinfonia,
and the BBC National Orchestra
of Wales.
Last season Marta made successful
debuts with Barcelona Symphony
Orchestra, Royal Scottish National
Orchestra, Polish National Radio
Symphony Orchestra, Orchestre
national de Lorraine and Orchestre
Chambre de Paris at the Theatre
des Champs-Elysees. She returned
to the Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra and the Los Angeles
Philharmonic for her debut at the
Hollywood Bowl with international
pianist, Hélène Grimaud.
From September 2022, Marta will
be Principal Guest Conductor of the
Orquestra Sinfònica de Barcelona.

Gareth Davies
LSO Principal Flute
He is in demand as a teacher and is
a visiting professor at the Guildhall
School. He is also in demand as
a presenter and writer. He has
written and presented programmes
on Classic FM and BBC Radio 3 and
interviewed many people from the
classical music world for broadcast
including Sir Colin Davis, Sir Simon
Rattle and Thomas Adès.

G

areth Davies studied at the
Guildhall School of Music
& Drama and joined the
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
as Principal Flute after graduating.
After five years on the south coast,
he joined the London Symphony
Orchestra, where he has been
Principal Flute for 22 years. He
has recorded several solo works
including the Nielsen, Karl Jenkins
and Knehans concertos and can be
heard on many LSO Live recordings,
including two versions of Debussy’s
Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune
and Daphnis and Chloe. He appears
on several of the Harry Potter and
Star Wars soundtracks as well as
many other film and TV shows.

His writing has featured in
BBC Music Magazine and several
newspapers, and his first book
The Show Must Go On was a book
of the year in the Financial Times
and Classical Music magazine.
He also writes education material
for LSO Discovery concerts to help
introduce young people to classical
music. They include Game Over,
Voyager and the pandemic digital
project, which is still available
online, Where’s Simon?, described
by The Guardian as a ‘short and
irresistible children’s guide to
the orchestra’. His latest project,
The Disappearance of Doctor
Copernicus, was performed last
weekend at the Barbican.
Gareth is a Wm S Haynes artist.
Artist Biographies
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London Symphony Orchestra On Stage
Guest Leader
Jaha Lee
First Violins
Clare Duckworth
Ginette Decuyper
Laura Dixon
William Melvin
Claire Parfitt
Elizabeth Pigram
Laurent Quénelle
Harriet Rayfield
Sylvain Vasseur
Eleanor Fagg
Lulu Fuller
Hilary Jane Parker
Erzsebet Racz
Second Violins
David Alberman
Thomas Norris
Sarah Quinn
Miya Väisänen
Matthew Gardner
Naoko Keatley
Alix Lagasse
Iwona Muszynska
Csilla Pogany
Andrew Pollock
Paul Robson
Alexandra
Lomeiko

Violas
Gillianne Haddow
Thomas Beer
Germán Clavijo
Stephen Doman
Robert Turner
Sofia Silva Sousa
Errika Horsley
Peter Mallinson
Jill Valentine

Flutes
Amy Yule
Patricia Moynihan

Cellos
Timothy Walden
Alastair Blayden
Daniel Gardner
Laure Le Dantec
Amanda Truelove
Judith Fleet

Cor Anglais
Christine Pendrill

Double Basses
Graham Mitchell
Patrick Laurence
Matthew Gibson
Thomas Goodman
Joe Melvin
Adam Wynter

Piccolo
Sharon Williams
Oboes
Juliana Koch
Rosie Jenkins

Clarinets
Chris Richards
Chi-Yu Mo

Horns
Timothy Jones
Angela Barnes
Zoë Tweed
Jonathan Maloney
Trumpets
Floris Onstwedder
Katie Smith
Imogen Whitehead
Trombones
Peter Moore
Tom Berry
Bass Trombone
Simon Minshall

Bass Clarinet
Jernej Albreht

Tuba
Ben Thomson

Bassoons
Rachel Gough
Joost Bosdijk

Timpani
Nigel Thomas

Contra Bassoon
Rebecca
Koopmans

Percussion
Neil Percy
David Jackson
Sam Walton
Harp
Bryn Lewis
Celeste
Catherine Edwards

The LSO String Experience Scheme, established in 1992, enables young string
players at the start of their professional careers to gain work experience by
playing in rehearsals and concerts with the LSO. It is supported by Idlewild Trust,
Thriplow Charitable Trust, Barbara Whatmore Charitable Trust, Thistle Trust.
Performing tonight: Joonas Pekonen, Sally Belcher
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The Orchestra

London Symphony Orchestra

T

he London Symphony
Orchestra strives to inspire
hearts and minds through
world-leading music-making.
We were established in 1904,
as one of the first orchestras
shaped by its musicians.
Today, we’re ranked among the
world’s top orchestras. As Resident
Orchestra at the Barbican, we
perform 70 concerts there every
year. Our family of artists include
Music Director Sir Simon Rattle,
Principal Guest Conductors
Gianandrea Noseda and FrançoisXavier Roth, and Conductor
Laureate Michael Tilson Thomas.
Through a world-leading learning
and community programme,
LSO Discovery, we’re connecting
people of all ages and walks of
life to the power of great music.
Based at LSO St Luke’s, our music
education and community centre
and a leading performance venue
on Old Street, LSO Discovery’s
reach extends across East London,
the UK and the world through
in-person and digital activity.
In 1999, we formed our own
recording label, LSO Live, and

revolutionised how live orchestral
music is recorded, with over 150
recordings released so far.
Through inspiring music,
educational programmes and
technological innovations,
our reach extends far beyond
the concert hall. And thanks
to the generous support of
The Corporation of the City of
London, Arts Council England,
corporate supporters, trusts
and foundations, and individual
donors, we are able to continue
sharing extraordinary music with
as many people as possible.

ALWAYS PLAYING
In 2020 we launched the Always
Playing Appeal to help the LSO
rebuild a secure future following
the Covid-19 pandemic.
With the help of our audiences
and supporters, we can continue
bringing the greatest music to
people in London and beyond.
lso.co.uk/appeal
development@lso.co.uk

London Symphony Orchestra
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The LSO is funded by Arts Council England in
partnership with the City of London Corporation,
which also provides the Orchestra’s permanent
home at the Barbican.

LSO St Luke’s Principal Donors

LSO registered charity in England number 232391

